[The diagnostic characteristics of late toxicosis in pregnant women with hypertension and chronic kidney diseases].
A study was made of diagnostic significance (sensitivity and specificity) of early (precritical) signs of late gestosis (LG). A total of 179 females (187 pregnancies) with essential hypertension (EH) and chronic renal diseases (CRD) were examined. EH women are at high risk of LG when they have proteinuria above 0.3 g/s, of relative prognostic importance are severe hypertension and marked hyperuricemia. Severe hypertension, fetal growth inhibition, positive roll-over test may indicate LG in CRD. Primiparas with EH or CRD are especially at risk of LG. As all the above LG signs in its precritical stage are not specific and indicate only probability, they can be used primarily for screening of patients with high risk of LG onset. The diagnosis of LG in EH and CRD should be based on follow-up changes in the clinical and laboratory indices.